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Abstract

This study aims to examine the properties of an Italian version of the Child-Adolescent Per-

fectionism Scale (CAPS), one of the most widely used instrument for the assessment of

self-oriented (SOP) and socially-prescribed (SPP) perfectionism in young people. The study

was conducted on two large samples of middle (n = 379, Mage = 11.31) and high school (n =

451, Mage = 15.21) students. Confirmatory factor analysis supported the expected three-fac-

tor structure, comprising SOP-Striving, SOP-Critical, and SPP. Multigroup analyses pro-

vided evidence of configural, metric, and (partial) scalar measurement invariance across

grade levels. Structural invariance (i.e., the invariance of factor variances and covariances)

was also established. The scale scores exhibited a differentiated pattern of relations with

personality traits and academic achievement, as measured by school grades: SOP-Critical

and SPP were positively related to neuroticism and have adverse effects on grades of mid-

dle and high school students, respectively. SOP-Striving, by contrast, was positively related

to conscientiousness and predicted higher grades. The SOP-Striving-achievement relation

was consistent across grade levels and held even after controlling for individual differences

in conscientiousness and neuroticism. In sum, results from this study establish sound psy-

chometric properties for an Italian version of the CAPS, providing support for the dual nature

of self-oriented perfectionism among adolescents of different ages.

Introduction

Perfectionism is a multifaceted construct encompassing both personal and social aspects [1].

While different conceptualizations of the constituent dimensions have been provided [2–4]

the tripartite model by Hewitt and Flett [5] is one of the most established. The model differen-

tiates between self-oriented perfectionism (i.e., the beliefs that being perfect and striving for

perfection are important), socially prescribed perfectionism (i.e., the belief that others expect

perfection from oneself, and that their acceptance is conditional on meeting these expecta-

tions), and other-oriented perfectionism (i.e., a tendency to set unrealistic standards for

others).
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The differential effects of these forms of perfectionism on the individual’s functioning has

been investigated in a number of studies [6]. Results have shown that Socially Prescribed Per-

fectionism (SPP) is related to poor psychological adjustment and an increased vulnerability to

health problems [7, 8]. Consequently, it was conceived as encompassing the maladaptive side

of perfectionism, what is called perfectionistic concerns [9]. Self-Oriented Perfectionism

(SOP) is related to a number of beneficial outcomes–including goal attainment [10] and prob-

lem-focused coping [11]–and only to a minor extent to dysfunctional characteristics [12]. It

was accordingly regarded as an indicator of adaptive perfectionism, referred to as perfectionis-

tic strivings [13, 14]. Other-oriented perfectionism (OOP) represents a distinct aspect, which

does not overlap with the above dimensions and showed unique associations with antisocial

and narcissistic personality trait [15, 16].

Most of these findings derive from samples of adults [6]. Yet, there is a growing interest and

research on the potential effects of perfectionism at earlier developmental stages [17–22].

Authors generally agree that one of key periods for the development of this trait is adolescence

[13, 23, 24]. This might be related to the profound changes that occur during this transitional

period [25], along with the increasing demands from school, which encourage adolescents’

unrealistic expectations and self-critical tendencies [26], especially in light of their heightened

sensitivity to the influences of the social environment [24].

The scientific interest for perfectionism in adolescents has been fueled by the acknowledg-

ment of its clinical implications [27]. Systematic evidence has shown that perfectionistic con-

cerns can be particularly detrimental to children and adolescents mental health [28]. For

example, SPP in adolescence has been linked to anxiety and depression [24], self-harm [29],

negative affect [30], and difficulties in emotional regulation [31].

The Child-Adolescents Perfectionism Scale: Measuring perfectionism at

earliest ages

One of the most extensively used measure of perfectionism in children and adolescents is the

Child-Adolescents Perfectionism Scale (CAPS, [32, 33]). The CAPS is an adaptation of the

Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (MPS), developed by the same authors for the assess-

ment of perfectionism in adults [5]. In its original form [32, 33], the CAPS consisted of 22

items, seven of which are negatively keyed, intended to measure SOP and SPP. Differently

from the MPS, OOP was not included, as it appears to play a marginal role in adolescence

[32, 33].

The scale has been translated in several languages and used in a number of studies with chil-

dren and adolescents aged 8 and over (for a recent and comprehensive review, see Vicent,

Rubio-Aparicio, Sánchez-Meca & Gonzálvez [34]). Subsequent factor-analytic studies, how-

ever, have questioned the original two-factor structure of the CAPS. In a first study, McCreary,

Joiner, Schmidt and Ialongo [35] examined the dimensionality of the scale in a sample of 11-

and 12-year-old African American students, using exploratory factor analysis. Results have

shown that a three-factor solution, with SOP split into two facets, provided a better representa-

tion of the data. The two SOP factors encompass a tendency for overly critical self-evaluations,

that is accompanied by distress over failure (labelled as SOP-Critical–e.g., “I get mad at myself

when I make a mistake”), and a tendency to set high standards of performance, without associ-

ated criticism (labelled as SOP-Striving–e.g., “I try to be perfect in everything I do”). Eight

items with weak loadings, including the seven negatively keyed items, have been removed,

resulting in a revised 14-item version. In a later study, O’Connor, Dixon and Rasmussen [36]

compared the original two-factor structure to McCreary et al. [35] three-factor model, using

confirmatory factor analysis on data from two samples of 15- and 16-year-old Canadian
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students. Results provided support for the three factor-structure. Similar to the McCreary et al.

[35] study, only 14 positively keyed items were retained, although the two versions did not

entirely overlap.

Empirical findings supported the importance of separating the two SOP factors, which

exhibited a differentiated pattern of associations with relevant outcomes [35–40]. SOP-Critical

has been predominantly related to maladaptive outcomes, while SOP-Striving has showed sig-

nificant associations with functional characteristics, especially when controlling for the overlap

with SOP-Critical [1]. This is consistent with the distinction between positive strivings and

maladaptive evaluative concerns that has been addressed in the adult literature [1, 41].

The present study

In line with the above theoretical framework, this study aims to develop and validate an Italian

version of the CAPS in two large samples of middle and high school students. We decided to

use the version proposed by O’Connor et al. [36] (henceforth referred to as CAPS-14) for sev-

eral reasons: (a) it is more parsimonious compared to the original, 22-item version; (b) the

proposed three-factor structure is consistent with recent evidence about the dual nature of the

SOP in children and adolescents; (c) it does not include negatively-keyed items. Despite the

use of reversed items may have some merits [42], it represents a controversial procedure that

can be especially problematic in research with children [43].

We first examined the psychometric properties of the CAPS-14 in terms of dimensionality

and internal consistency. We expect to replicate the three-factor structure observed in earlier

studies [35, 36]. The goodness of fit of the proposed model was compared with that of a two-

factor model including SOP as a unitary factor, as originally conceptualized for the CAPS

[32, 33].

We then investigated the measurement and structural invariance of the scale across middle

and high school students. The CAPS was developed for use in children and adolescent popula-

tions, but little is known about its equivalence across different ages and grade levels. As it has

been noticed by O’Connor et al. [36] in the validation study of the CAPS-14, it would be

important to establish whether the selected items are core to the measurement of child and

adolescent perfectionism, and whether they are invariant across age. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this is the first attempt to shed light on this issue.

Construct validity was investigated by calculating Pearson correlations of the CAPS-14

scales with conscientiousness and neuroticism. Among the Big Five, these are the traits most

strongly and consistently related to perfectionism [44]. Meta-analytic evidence suggests that

perfectionistic striving (e.g., SOP) was related to high conscientiousness, whereas perfectionis-

tic concern (e.g., SPP) was related to high neuroticism [45]. These findings have been found in

adults [46] as well as in children [47] and adolescents [44]. To the best of our knowledge, how-

ever, no studies have used the CAPS to investigate how the two SOP factors relate to these per-

sonality dimensions. This is relevant especially considering that, among the Big Five,

conscientiousness and neuroticism are the traits mostly related to important life outcomes

[48]. Based on the conceptual meaning of the CAPS scales, and in accordance with extant liter-

ature, we expect SOP-Striving to be positively related to conscientiousness, and SOP-Critical

and SPP to be positively related to Neuroticism.

Criterion validity was investigated by examining associations of the CAPS-14 scales with

students’ academic achievement, as measured by school grades. In this regard, a recent meta-

analysis [49] has shown that perfectionistic strivings were related to high academic achieve-

ment (GPA, grades, or exam performance) in samples of different ages. Perfectionistic con-

cern, by contrast, had a negative relation to academic achievement, especially when the
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overlap with perfectionistic strivings is controlled for. This relation, however, was generally

weak and not always significant across studies [50].

To date, only three studies have examined the relationship between academic achievement

and perfectionism by using the CAPS on samples of children and adolescents. Two of them

[22, 51] have adopted the original two-factor model [32, 33] yielding inconsistent findings.

Stornelli, Flett and Hewitt [22] have found that SOP and SPP were mostly unrelated to

achievement test scores in a sample of elementary school students. Damian, Stoeber, Negru-

Subtirica and Băban [51] reported a positive association of self-reported GPA with SOP, and

negative but non-significant associations with SPP in a sample of high school students. The

study by Harvey, Moore and Koestner [38] was the only study to examine the differential

impact of the two SOP facets on academic achievement. Findings from a sample of elementary

school children showed positive associations between SOP-striving and school grades. The

associations with SOP-Critical was non-significant, while SSP was not included in the study.

The present study adds to the literature by examining the joint contribution of SOP-Criti-

cal, SOP-Striving and SPP to school grades at different ages (i.e., among middle and high

school students). Moreover, it investigates whether the CAPS scales have incremental validity

with respect to conscientiousness and emotional stability, which are important correlates of
both perfectionism [52] and academic achievement [53]. This adds to our understanding of

whether the relationship with school grades is unique to a specific dimension of perfectionism

or reflects common variance with broader personality traits.

Materials and method

Participants and procedure

Participants were 830 children and adolescents recruited from two Italian public schools, one

middle and one high school. Of these, 379 were middle school students aged 10 to 13 (47%

female), with a mean of 11.31 (SD = .64). The other 451 participants were high school students

aged 14 to 18 (37% female), with a mean of 15.21 (SD = 1.01). At the beginning of the second

semester (February), students completed a self-report questionnaire including the CAPS-14

and measures of conscientiousness and emotional stability, along with other instruments that

are not relevant to this study. The questionnaire was administered during classroom hours by

two trained psychologists, under the supervision of a teacher. The research was presented as

aiming at examining personality correlates of academic engagement. Participation was volun-

tary and was requested only from students whose parents had given their informed consent.

All of the students were assured of the confidentiality of their responses. The study was

approved by the ethical committee of the Department of Psychology (Sapienza University of

Rome).

Measures

The Child-Adolescent Perfectionism Scale (CAPS). Participants completed an Italian version of

the CAPS-14 [36]. The scale includes fourteen items divided into three subscales: SPP, SOP--

Critical and SOP-Striving. Each item was rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at

all true of me) to 5 (very true of me). A forward translation from the original U.S. version into

Italian was performed independently by a professional translator and the first author. The two

forward translations were then compared and combined into a single version. A back-transla-

tion into the original language was performed by an Italian native speaker who was fluent in

English. The original and back-translated versions were then compared and checked for con-

sistency and clarity [54]. The final Italian version of the CAPS-14 is reported in Table 2.
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Conscientiousness and Emotional stability. Middle school students completed 12 items

taken from a shortened, 30-item version of the Big Five Questionnaire for Children (BFQ-C),

an instrument for the assessment of the Big-5 personality factors in children [55]. The items

used in this study are taken from the conscientiousness (e.g., “I do things with much care and

attention”) and emotional stability (e.g., “I easily get angry”) subscales of the BFQ-C. Each

item was rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 “Almost never true” to 5 “Almost

always true”. In the present sample, Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients were .74 for con-

scientiousness, and .82 for emotional stability.

High school students completed the conscientiousness and neuroticism subscales of a

shortened version of the Big Five Inventory (BFI-S) [56] (see Ubbiali, Chiorri, Hampton &

Donati [57], for an Italian adaptation of the full-length BFI). The two subscales include three

items each. Examples are: “does things efficiently” (conscientiousness), and “worries a lot”

(neuroticism). For each item, participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they

agree with the statement, using a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to

“strongly agree.” In the present sample, alpha reliability coefficients were .70 for conscientious-

ness, and .60 for neuroticism.

Academic achievement. Students’ grades were obtained from school records at the end of

the scholastic year (June). In both groups, grades were assigned by the teachers on a scale that

ranges from 1 to 10, in accordance with the European educational system. A composite mea-

sure of academic achievement was created by averaging grades of different subject matters

(e.g., mathematics, Italian, history, foreign languages).

Results

Descriptive statistics

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics, Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients, and intercorrela-

tions between the CAPS-14 subscales.

Alphas ranged from .65 (SOP–Striving) to .76 (SPP) in the middle school group, and from

.65 (SOP–Striving) to .81 (SPP) in the high school group. Given the well-known limitation of

alpha as an index of internal consistency [58], in the subsequent analyses reported below we

further examined reliability by means of McDonald’s [59] omega coefficient. Omega is a

model based-reliability coefficient that has less strict assumptions than alpha, representing a

more appropriate approach to the assessment of internal consistency [60].

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and scale intercorrelations for the CAPS-14.

Middle school High school

Scales 1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3.

1. SOP–Striving .45 .48 .57 .39

2. SOP–Critical .48 .49

3. SPP

M 3.25 2.68 3.08 3.02 2.56 2.76

SD 1.04 .91 .78 .91 .76 .75

Skewness -.25 .21 -.33 -.10 .15 -.11

Kurtosis -.63 -.52 -.10 -.43 -.12 -.26

Cronbach’s Alpha .71 .65 .76 .71 .65 .81

SOP: self-oriented perfectionism; SPP: socially prescribed perfectionism.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0255814.t001
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Structural validity

The internal validity of the CAPS-14 was performed by means of Confirmatory Factor Analy-

sis (CFA). The proposed three-factor structure of the CAPS-14 was tested against the data

obtained in both groups of middle and high school students. Model parameters were estimated

using the maximum likelihood robust (MLR) estimation procedure available in Mplus 6.1

[61]. For each factor, the loading and intercept of a single item (i.e., the reference indicator)

were fixed to 1 and 0, respectively. This allows to identify the model and set the scale of latent

factors. The choice of the reference indicators may have important implications for subsequent

tests of invariance. Several studies have indeed shown that using items that are not invariant

across groups could lead to misleading results [62, 63]. The best possible invariant indicators

were therefore identified by adopting the Minχ2 approach, as recommended by Thompson,

Song, Shi & Liu [64]. We first fitted a baseline model, in which factor loadings and intercepts

were all constrained to be equal across groups. Then, we tested a set of models in which the

parameters of a single item were freely estimated, whereas the rest remained constrained. The

item that produced the smallest increase in the chi-square statistic with respect to the baseline

model was selected as reference indicator of the respective factor. Model fit was assessed with

chi-square statistics, the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Root Mean Square Errors of

Approximation (RMSEA), and the Standardized Root Mean Square Residuals (SRMR).

A competing model was tested and compared with the expected three-factor model, using

the Yuan and Bentler scaled chi-squared difference test (ΔYB-χ2) [65, 66]. This model posited

SOP and SPP as two correlated factors, without differentiating between the SOP facets, as in

the original version of the CAPS [32, 33].

The three-factor model fits adequately in both middle, χ2(74) = 150.50, p< .001, CFI =

.928, RMSEA = .053, (.040, .065), SRMR = .052, and high school groups, χ2(74) = 217.94, p<

.001, CFI = .906, RMSEA = .066, (.056, .076), SRMR = .053. Factor loadings, intercorrelations

among latent factors, and their internal consistency (omega coefficients), are reported in

Table 2.

Standardized factor loadings ranged from .36 to .77 in the middle school group, and from

.37 to .82 in the high school group. The three subscales were positively related, with correlations

in the range from .51 (SOP-Striving–SPP, high school) to .84 (SOP-Striving–SOP-Critical,

high school). Omegas reliability coefficients ranged from .66 (SOP-Critical) to .77 (SPP) in the

middle school group, and from .66 (SOP-Critical) to .81 (SPP) in the high school group.

The two-factor model exhibited a less than ideal fit in both samples: middle school, χ2(76) =

194.76, p< .001, CFI = .888, RMSEA = .065, (.053, .076), SRMR = .058; high school, χ2(76) =

243.60, p< .001, CFI = .890, RMSEA = .070, (.060, .080), SRMR = .057. The chi-square was

significantly worse when compared with the three-factor model (middle school: ΔYB-χ2 (2) =

40.77, p< .001; high school: ΔYB-χ2 (2) = 24.49, p< .001). This provides statistical support for

the discriminant validity of the two SOP facets at different ages.

Measurement invariance across grade levels

The measurement and structural equivalence of the CAPS-14 across grade levels was investi-

gated through a multigroup CFA of mean and covariance structures [67]. We assessed mea-

surement invariance at a set of increasingly restricted levels. In Model 1 (configural

invariance), the same three-factor model was fitted in both middle and high school samples,

without imposing any between-group constraint. This level of invariance tested the equality of

the overall structure (i.e., the same number of factors and the same pattern of loadings) across

groups. In Model 2 (metric invariance), the factor loadings were constrained to be equal across

groups. This level of invariance is required to establish that the measurement unit is the same
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in each group. In Model 3 (scalar invariance), additional equality constraints on item inter-

cepts were imposed. This level of invariance is required to establish that scores have the same

origin in each group. Finally, we investigated the invariance of structural parameters, by con-

straining the variances and covariances of the latent factors to be equal across groups. If full

metric, scalar or structural invariance were not supported, we tested for partial invariance

[68], by releasing the constraints on the items that turned out not to be invariant.

We adopted multiple criteria for comparing the fit of these nested, increasingly restricted
models. We calculated the Yuan-Bentler chi-square difference test, with an alpha level of .05.

Nevertheless, this test has the same limitations as the chi-square test for assessing overall fit

[69]. We therefore additionally considered differences in McDonald’s Non-Centrality Index

(MNCI), RMSEA, and SRMR between constrained and unconstrained models [70, 71].

According to Kang et al.’s [70], a change larger than .010 in the MNCI would indicate non-

invariance. Chen [71] suggested a criterion of .015 for the RMSEA, while the cut-off values for

the SRMR were set to .030 and .010 for metric and scalar invariance, respectively. Although

the change in CFI was one of the most adopted approach for the assessment of measurement

invariance in past studies, its use has been recently discouraged [70]. It was therefore not con-

sidered as criterion in the present study. Results of measurement invariance tests were

reported in Table 3.

The configural model (Model 1) fit the data, suggesting that the same structure holds in

each group. Constraining the loadings across groups (Model 2) led to minor changes in the

MNCI (-.007) and the SRMR (.007), while the RMSEA remained unchanged. Hence, the

hypothesis of full metric invariance appears supported by the data. Constraining the intercepts

Table 2. A CFA on the CAPS-14: Standardized factor loadings, correlations between latent factors, and composite reliability.

Middle school High school

Items F1: SOP–

Striving

F2: SOP–

Critical

F3:

SPP

F1: SOP–

Striving

F2: SOP–

Critical

F3:

SPP

2. I want to be the best at everything I do .66 .71

4. I always try for the top score on a test .66 .59

14. I try to be perfect in everything I do .69 .71

6. I get mad at myself when I make a mistake .40 .37

8. I can’t stand to be less than perfect .71 .71

10. I get upset if there is even one mistake in my work .62 .69

12. Even when I pass, I feel that I have failed if I didn’t get one of the highest

marks in the class

.53 .51

1. My teachers expect my work to be perfect .49 .42

3. There are people in my life who expect me to be perfect .71 .73

5. My family expects me to be perfect .67 .68

7. Other people always expect me to be perfect .77 .82

9. People expect more from me than I am able to give. .58 .52

11. Other people think I have failed if I do not do my very best all the time .37 .51

13. I feel that people ask too much of me .36 .61

Factor correlations and omega reliability coefficients 1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 3.

1. SOP–Striving .71 .71
2. SOP–Critical .67 .66 .84 .66
3. SPP .66 .62 .77 .51 .65 .81

� p < .05

p �� < .01. The reference indicators are shown in bold. Reliability coefficients (McDonald’s omega) are reported in italics on the main diagonal of the correlation matrix.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0255814.t002
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(Model 3) led to non-negligible changes in the MNCI (-.076). This suggests that the equiva-

lence of intercepts is not completely tenable. Inspection of modification indices revealed that 5

equality constraints contributed most to the lack of invariance. We therefore compared Model

2 with a model that had the additional constraint of 6 intercepts, whereas the remaining 5 were

free to vary (Model 4). The differences between the two models in the MCNI (-.009), the

RMSEA (.001), and the SRMR (-.001) met the recommended criteria. The assumption of par-

tial scalar invariance can be therefore retained. The variances and covariances of the latent fac-

tors also appeared to be equivalent, as the decrement in fit that was observed after these

parameters were constrained to equality turned out to be not insubstantial.

Associations with the conscientiousness and neuroticism personality traits

Table 4 reports zero-order Pearson’s correlations of the CAPS-14 with conscientiousness and

neuroticism.

All correlations were positive and statistically significant, except for the ones between con-

scientiousness and SOP–Critical, and between neuroticism and SOP–Striving. As expected,

conscientiousness was mostly related to SOP–Striving, whereas neuroticism was mostly related

to SOP-Critical and SSP. Partial correlations, controlling for the overlap among the CAPS-14

subscales are shown in the parentheses of Table 4. We found that conscientiousness correlated

Table 3. Tests of measurement invariance across grade levels.

Model fit

YB-χ2 df RMSEA SRMR MNCI

1. Configural 368.47�� 148 .060 .053 .875

2. Metric 392.93�� 159 .060 .060 .868

3. Scalar 555.21�� 170 .074 .067 .792

4. Partial scalar a 416.31�� 165 .061 .059 .859

5. Factor variances and covariances 434.44�� 171 .061 .064 .852

Model comparison

ΔYB-χ2 Δdf ΔRMSEA ΔSRMR ΔMNCI

2 vs. 1 23.88� 11 .000 .007 -.007

3 vs. 2 186.52�� 11 .014 .007 -.076

4 vs. 2 24.50�� 6 .001 -.001 -.009

5 vs. 4 18.36�� 6 .000 .005 -.006

Note.

� p < .05

p �� < .01.
a Five intercepts were not invariant across groups: 3 for SPP (items 5, 9, and 11) and 1 each for SOP-STR (item 2) and SOP-CRI (item 6).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0255814.t003

Table 4. Correlations between the CAPS-14 scales and personality measures.

Middle school High school

SOP–Striving SOP–Critical SPP SOP–Striving SOP–Critical SPP

Conscientiousness .25�� (.25��) .06 (-.11�) .13�(.00) .43�� (.40��) .18��(-.07) .13��(-.02)

Neuroticism .13�� (-.10�) .24�� (.11�) .28�� (.20��) .01 (-.13�) .17�� (.13��) .22�(.18��)

� p < .05

�� p < .01. Coefficients outside the parenthesis represent bivariate (zero-order) correlations. Coefficients in parentheses are partial correlations controlling for the

variance common to the three CAPS-14 subscales.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0255814.t004
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positively with SOP-Striving, but showed null or weak negative correlations with SOP-Critical

and SPP. The opposite pattern was observed for neuroticism, which correlated negatively with

SOP-Striving, and positively with SOP-Critical and SPP.

Associations with academic achievement

The criterion validity of the Italian adaptation of the CAPS-14 was assessed by examining its

relationship with students’ final grades. A hierarchical regression was conducted in both mid-

dle and high school students. The composite scores of the three CAPS scales were entered into

the regression at step 1. Composite scores of conscientiousness and neuroticism were entered

at step 2. This allows to investigate whether perfectionism predict grades after basic personality

disposition were partialled out. Results are shown in Table 5, which includes regression coeffi-

cients of each predictor at the step in which it was entered, along with change in R-squared.

At the first step, SOP-Striving predicted higher grades in both groups. SOP-Critical and

SSP, by contrast, predicted grades negatively among middle and high school students, respec-

tively. At step 2, conscientiousness was significantly related to higher grades in both groups.

The unique contribution of neuroticism was not significant. After the two traits were con-

trolled for, the effects of the CAPS-14 scales observed at the first step remained statistically sig-

nificant. Taken together, the three CAPS-14 subscales and the two basic personality traits

accounted for 7% and 10% of the variance in grades among middle and high school groups,

respectively.

Discussion

The current study aimed to develop and validate an Italian version of the CAPS-14, a self-

report scale for the assessment of self- and other-oriented perfectionism [36]. Confirmatory

factor analysis supported the expected three-factor structure (comprising SOP-Striving, SOP--

Critical and SPP), in two samples of middle and high school Italian students. Factor loadings

were mostly adequate, averaging .59 (SD = .14) and .61 (SD = .13) in middle and high school

groups, respectively. There were, however, few items, such as items 11 and 13 in the middle

school group, and item 6 in the high school group, that loaded less than .40 on the respective

factor, thus demonstrating a weaker convergent validity.

Table 5. Standardized regression weights and proportion of variance accounted in scholastic achievement.

Middle school High school

SOP–Striving .23�� .24��

SOP–Critical -.19� -.01

SPP -.11 -.15��

R2 .04 .05

SOP–Striving .17� .13�

SOP–Critical -.15� .01

SPP -.08 -.14��

Conscientiousness .12� .25��

Neuroticism -.11 .00

ΔR2 .03 .05

R2 .07 .10

� p< .05

�� p< .01.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0255814.t005
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The scale scores showed acceptable to good levels of internal consistency for SOP-Striving

and SPP. Coefficients for SOP-Critical, by contrast, were lower than .70, the most widely used

threshold for appropriate reliability [72]. It is well acknowledged, however, that cut-off criteria

should be used with caution [73]. To further investigate the internal consistency of SOP-Criti-

cal, we calculated the inter-item correlations among the four items of the subscale. Correla-

tions ranged from .26 to .50 in the middle school group (M = .40), and from .13 to .49 in the

high school group (M = 32). This represents more than adequate levels of item homogeneity

[74].

As expected, the three factors were highly correlated. All r’s were in the range of .50 to .67,

with a notable exception being the latent correlation of .84 between SOP-Striving and SOP--

Critical among high school students. The two SOP facets correlated less strongly (r = .67), in

the middle school sample. This finding might be due to the developmental characteristics of

examined samples, covering distinct sub-stages of adolescence [75] namely early adolescence

(i.e., the middle school sample, aged 10 to 13) and middle adolescence (i.e., the high school

sample, aged 14 to 18). According to the Social Expectations Model [24], parental expectations

and criticism play a central role in the emergence of perfectionism. During early adolescence,

perceived criticism from others is a primary source of perfectionism [76]. With the develop-

ment of self-determination [77], middle adolescents may have internalized external expecta-

tions and associated self-evaluation [24]. Thus, striving for perfectionism (SOP-Striving) and

self-criticism (SOP-Critical) might be more closely intertwined at this age. It should be noted,

however, as discussed later in the manuscript, that constraining the correlations among the

CAPS-14 factors to be equal across school levels did not result in a substantial deterioration of

model fit. Thus, although descriptively higher among high school students, the correlation

between SOP-Striving and SOP-Critical can be considered as equivalent across groups. Addi-

tional research efforts are needed to deepen our understanding of whether and how the over-

lap between SOP-Striving and SOP-Critical progressively change as children go through

different stages of development.

As a next step, we investigated the measurement invariance of the scale across school levels.

Findings provided evidence of configural and full metric invariance across middle and high

school groups. In other words, the items of the CAPS-14 were related to the three factors in

the same way and with the same strength in both groups. When scalar invariance was tested,

we found that five items (3 from the SPP scale) had non invariant intercepts across grade lev-

els. A partial invariance model, in which some invariance restrictions are relaxed, was tested

and found to be statistically defensible. We acknowledged that the procedure we used to test

for partial scalar invariance (i.e., relaxing constraints iteratively, until adequate fit is achieved)

is subjected to inflated risk of capitalizing on chance [78]. It is encouraging, however, that 9

out of 14 items, including the reference indicators (64% of the total) have both equivalent load-

ings and intercepts across groups. Thus, partial scalar invariance appears to be a reasonable

assumption. Structural invariance was also established. When constrained to equality across

groups, both variances and covariances among latent factors were found to be invariant.

Hence, correlations among latent factors can also be regarded as invariant [68]. If confirmed,

these findings suggest that the fourteen items of the CAPS can be invariably used to assess per-

fectionism at different ages across adolescence.

Construct validity was supported by correlations with measures of conscientiousness and

neuroticism personality traits. As expected, SOP-Striving was positively related to conscien-

tiousness, whereas SOP-Critical and SPP were positively related to neuroticism. This correla-

tion pattern was consistent across grade levels and turned out to be clearer once the

overlapping variance between the three CAPS scale scores was controlled. In this regard,

research suggests that partialling techniques are essential to understand the complex nature of
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the relationship of multidimensional measures of perfectionism with indicators of psychologi-

cal adjustment and maladjustment [79].

We also investigated the associations between students’ scores on the CAPS-14 and aca-

demic achievement, as measured by school grades. We found that SOP-Striving uniquely pre-

dicted grades. That is, striving for perfection led to better learning outcomes, once the impact

of self-criticism and beliefs about other expectations was removed. Of interest, the predictive

validity of SOP-Striving was consistent across middle and high-school grade levels, and

remained significant after controlling for conscientiousness and neuroticism. The effect of this

form of self-oriented perfectionism was therefore not attributable to the variance it shares with

conscientiousness, a closely related trait that is consistently related to academic achievement

(for conceptual distinctions between adaptive perfectionism and conscientiousness [80]. This

accords with earlier research findings [81], showing that perfectionism is able to predict aca-

demic engagement, over and above the effects of conscientiousness and neuroticism.

Furthermore, SPP and SOP-Critical exhibited detrimental effects on academic achieve-

ment, though differently across the two samples. SPP significantly predicted lower grades

among high school students, but not among middle school sample. This might be due to the

increased vulnerability to others’ expectations that is observed during middle adolescence

[51]. On the other hand, SOP-Critical was negatively related to grades in the middle school

sample, while did not contribute significantly in the high school sample. Thus, self-criticism

appears to exert a more significant role among youngest. Future studies are needed to unravel

the mechanisms through which socially prescribed and self-critical perfectionism adversely

affect academic achievement at different ages.

The present study has some limitations. First, the scale was translated into Italian, and we

did not have the opportunity to test the equivalence with the original, English form [32].

Future studies should assess the measurement invariance of the scale across languages. A fur-

ther limitation of the study is the exclusive reliance on self-reported data for the assessment of

perfectionism. Such data are subject to socially desirable responding and other response biases,

including halo effect, with the associated risk of inflated correlations among variables. The use

of multiple informants can provide additional, unique information about correlates of SOP--

Striving, SOP-Critical, and SPP. Moreover, it can provide more valid estimates of the overlap

among the three domains of perfectionism. An additional potential drawback is the use of dif-

ferent trait measures in middle and high school student samples. This precluded the possibility

of testing whether the relationship of the CAPS-14 with conscientiousness and neuroticism

was statistically equivalent and thus generalizable across different age groups. Finally, our

investigation was restricted to early and middle adolescence. Widening the age range of partic-

ipants would allow to enhance our understanding about the functioning of the scale at differ-

ent stages of the development.

Despite these limitations, results from this study establish sound psychometric properties

for an Italian version of the CAPS-14. Given the data at hand, a potential concern might be

related to the discriminant validity of the two SOP latent factors, which are highly interrelated

in both groups (the constrained latent correlation in the invariant model was .78). However,

several considerations must be kept in mind regarding this result. First, the correlation

between the two factors was below, although slightly so, the acceptable level of .85 [82, 83].

This is especially important if one considers that the restrictive assumption of zero cross-load-

ings in the CFA usually leads to over-estimated correlations among latent factors [84]. Second,

the three-factor model fitted significantly better with respect to the original two-factor struc-

ture. This provides statistical justification for differentiating the two SOP factors. Third, and

likely most importantly, the two factors exhibited differential relations with personality traits

(i.e., conscientiousness and neuroticism) and important academic outcomes (i.e., school
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grades). All in all, these findings appear to suggest the importance of separating the two SOP

facets, thus supporting the dual nature of self-oriented perfectionism among adolescents of dif-

ferent ages.
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